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It must be freely admitted that a portable
school altar is hardly an everyday design
problem, yet in its context it can provide a
variety of social contact wh ich include
teachers, children,
parents and Church
people. I say this to dispel the notion that a
special ised article such as this one is either
restrictive or limiting. It is quite remarkable
in fact how socially involved one becomes.
The design project arose from the
problems experienced
by St. Joseph's
Academy, Blackheath, London, when they
wished to say Mass. This school, which
occupies several Victorian buildings, was
restricted by their conventional 'portable'
altar that was heavy, cumbersome and rather
stark and meaningless in its form. The
Headmaster felt that their particular circumstances called for an altar that could be
taken from one building to another by the
boys themselves, that could house the necessary ritual items and that would store easily
in an average size walk-in cupboard.
The object of the study therefore was to
design a school altar, that was transportable,
capable of demounting and self-storing of
the Mass fittings, and wh\ch satisfied all
ecclesiastical requirements. Transportation
by car was an additional consideration since
th is would extend the altar's use to hospital
or the home.
School use demanded that the altar
should be capable of assembly by two
school-children without the need of any
tools. When assembled it must be sufficiently stable not to move when the Priest
touches it and must support him when he
genuflects or bows during the service.

My initial research was devoted to estab·
Iishing the ecclesiastical requirements for a
portable altar. Traditionally an altar is made
of stone but since 1969 'the use of other
materials, style or ornamentation prompted
by the progress of the technical arts', has
been allowec;l. The structure supporting the
table may be of any material as long as it is
durable and looks solid. A movable altar
may be made from any material which is
'solid' and dignified, is suitable for liturgical
use and acceptable to local traditions. I
found that it is not essential to incorporate a
consecrated stone in a movable altar.
Prior to the Vatican II Council of 1962
there were detailed directions
of the
Church's requirements for an altar but since
then the whole liturgy has been re-appraised
and fixed or firm guidance relating to the
altar is no longer given. Many aspects appear
to have been left to evolve through
experience.

The Headmaster of St.•Joseph's Academy
made particular mention of the finished
surface, which needed to be hard-wea~ing,
easily cieaned and contributory
to the
overall senseof dignity and meaning.

Having establ ished the ecclesiastical position I felt it was advisable then to look at
the particular needs for such an altar in
school. Most Secondary Catholic schools
have an altar of some description and most
would agree that the conventional altar is
too large and heavy. Storage space is at a
premi um in any school and the altar is often
left in the school hall where it is in the way
of other activities. The sheer size and weight
of the conventional altar make its use
outside the main hall difficult. This limits
the opportunity
for classroom Mass and
means the valuable space that the hall offers
has to be used for Mass even when only a
small number of pupils attend. Unlike a
Church with its own sacristy, a School has
trouble storing the fittings that go with the
altar. Odd drawers or cupboards wi II contain
the various items wh ich may be difficult to
find when needed.

The final consideration had to be one of
cost; my aim was to develop the prototype
within the price range of a conventional
'portable' tlltar.

Even if a school is fortunate enough to
have a chapel, the size of the chapel,
probably ideal for small groups, will not
allow the whole school to come together.

Initially I thought in terms of a unit to
store within itself all the necessary equipment, except the vestments, and able to
make up into a meaningful altar light enough
to transport. The Vatican Council stresses
that Church furnishings shall worthily serve
the dignity of worship and that the
materials used shall be of a solid and durable
nature as symbol ic of the unity and strength
of the Church. This apparent contradiction
between the demands of solidity and lightness could, I felt be resolved only by a
non-traditional material.
The size of the altar is really governed by
the minimum mensa (table top) size needed
for Mass. It became obvious through my
detailed research that I would have to
ascertain from the people who use an altar
what a working size would be.
Additionally
it was important
to
recognise that today the school-children
process the altar bread and wine up to the
Priest and often pass these over the width of
the top and so consideration had to be given
to this. And although the height of an altar
is traditionally 1 metre this is very limiting
when one considers the various heights of
Priests and whether the altar stands on a
raised platform or not.
After
the ecclesiastical and school
research I felt it was necessary to send out a
questionnaire in order to get a broader
cross-section of school opinion. Questions
were asked to determine the size and height
of the altar and the suitability of various
surface finishes, the frequency of use, the
number of children attending, their location,
the need - or otherwise ~ to move the altar
from building to building and to negotiate
stairs. Questions were also asked about
candles, the crucifix and other necessities, in
order to determine what schools felt should
accompany the altar.
The replies inolcated a desired mensa size
of 1.5m long, 600m wide, the standard
height of 1m was generally found adequate.
However during a visit to the Westminster

Youth Commission, the parameters were
extended to include the junior school situation and the problems of an invalid Priest
who must sit whilst saying Mass. Opinion
was divided equally between a natural wood
finish and a laminated surface, but this
response was expected as most people are
unaware of the recently developed textured
laminates which show a surface of almost
'organic-form' quality. During my numerous
visits I found unanimous acceptance of this
textured finish. The frequency of Mass
varied from one to four times a week and
the number of children present was anywhere between 30 and 900. As suspected the
venue was varied and ideally the altar would
need to be used in classroom, school hall,
library and outdoors. Movement between
bui Idings and storeys occurred in most
schools.

In its simplest form an altar is a table but
in order to make the structure more meaningful I tried to relate the form to the saint
of the School, St. Joseph. Also St. Michael,
the patron saint of my school at that time,
was considered. Both their life stories were
studied looking for some detail that lent
itself to the development of the altar form.
No suitable form was found using the theme
of St. Joseph so an attempt was made to use
St. Joseph for the front decoration but it
was felt that this decorative form would
draw attention from the Mass itself.
St. Michael is depicted in art as a soldier
with sword in one hand and scales of justice
in the other. I tried to create a form with the
mensa being steadied by the two pans with
the main support coming through the centre
column. The mensa was intended to hinge at
its centre with the pans hinging flat against
it. The fittings could store in the centre
support. The overall theme was rather disjointed and full of confl icting forms. It
would be difficult for one person to erect
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this altar and there were still two separate
units to store, so this idea proved unsatisfactory, Fig. 1(c).
The cross has always been a symbol of
hope in the Christian Church so I looked at
this form since it could offer three distinct
areas of mensa, Fig. 1(a). The two side
surfaces could have hinged flat against the
centre section for storage. The fittings could
have been adequately stored in the centre
section. There were practical difficulties to
arranging an altar cloth to cover the entire
top and hang down the sides to ground level.
The flaps would need support to prevent
deflection when in use and any bracing
would ruin the simple form of the cross ana
so this was also found unsatisfactory.
Returning to the table form; the mensa, if
made thick enough could store the fittings
and two vertical supports within it, Fig.
1(b). But this means a top over twice the
thickness of the vertical supports which
would present an ill-proportioned form and
the centre support rail would also need
separate storage, for these reasons the idea
was not acceptable.

o

Then I kept the simple mensa form and
re-designed the base. Hinged laminated ends
were to be stored in the front box along
with the fittings and the altar back acting as
a lid to the box. Once again there was the
problem of storing two units and the front
box remaining at its full length.
In an attempt to overcome the storage of
two units I experimented with a centre pivot
mensa. In principle each section revolved on
a centre pivot and when stored would lift
and pivot to half .size. When making a
wooden model the practical difficulties
became obvious and each unit would also
have needed support. This idea proved a
non-starter.
The advantages offered by three mensa
areas as first seen in the altar in the form of
a cross were reconsidered and incorporated
in a segmented top. The degree of curvature
was found to be limited by the straight table
beneath.
A new approach was made - to look for
a single modular shape which was meaningful and acceptable for the mensa and storage
section. A form to satisfy these criteria

suggested itself of segmented top with
greater curvature than the cross form could
provide, Fig. 2(a). This idea was found
initially acceptable and it was decided to
develop it further.

The chaplain of my own school provided
valuable information about the altar and
fittings from a Priest's point of view. He
assisted me with tests to determi ne the most
suitable size of altar for a man of average
height. He followed the necessary movements during Mass within the three modular
units envisaged. This showed that the Priest
could function freely with this design.
Children helped to determine the most
suitable width by going through the movements entailed when passing the Mass offerings to the Priest.
With all this data available it now became
possible to formulate a final design proposal
for the altar, although further information
would become necessary as the design progressed. I decided to follow this to its
conclusion before finalising the design of the
fittings.
The design was to follow the curved,
segmented top formed with three identical
V-shaped "Sections, supported on a centre
pedestal of the same form. The mensa
sections to separate for easy storage within
the pedestal, thus raising a structural
problem, because the outer segments are
largely unsupported by the central pedestal,
but this could be solved later.
Two possibilities were eventually considered for the linkage. Tie-bars that ran
straight through the top or at right-angles to
the segments. There was little doubt that
they would perform the task but once again
there was the problem of storing the long
rods. Also the threaded area used to draw
the segments together could easily be
damaged, and a tool would be needed to
erect the mensa. The second proposal was to

set tubes in the segments into which
machined rods could be inserted, Fig. 3(a).
An internal rib structure would be included
inside the segment to hold the tubes firmly.
To prevent separation in use it was felt
advisable to insert a steel ball in the tube
which would retain the rod in a corresponding groove. A test section proved that the
principle could work but I decided to
include two sprung balls to ensure a more
_ positive location.
In the light of the data already in hand
.each segment was to measure 600m at its
widest point narrowing to 450mm over a
length of 600mm. To give the appearance of
solidity it was thought desirable to make the
mensa fairly thick. Two considerations
helped to determine the thickness - keeping
the mensa in proportion to the pedestal and
the space available for storage. These considerations brought about a mensa thickness
of 100mm.
Stabil ity calculations showed the benefit
of reducing these measurements without
Iimiti ng the Priest's movements. Tests
brought to light the need for the central area
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to give support
to the Priest when genuflecting. Provision also needs to be made for
some type of stabil ising foot to prevent the
altar from drifting away from the Priest. A
wooden
model was made to carry out a
series of simple tests to determi ne the load
that the outer segments
were capable of
taking.
These tests showed
the need to
reduce the overall size of each segment to
535mm
and 380mm
over a length
of
600mm.
The construction
and material to make
the altar top were now considered.
It must
be light, stable and strong. By traditional
joinery methods it would be far too heavy.
The conventional
sandwich
construction
using corrugated
card layered between ply
would be light but the stability was questionable,
and the strength rather Iimited. I
then considered
incorporating
polyurethane
foam in the cavity to form the segments.
Polyurethane
foam has a high strength-toweight ratio and bonds strongly
to most
materials. Shell Chemicals suggested the use
of one of their systems, Caradol and Caradate, which is relatively simple to use and
the foam produced is self-ex~inguishing
in a
fire. It is also resistant to attack by moulds,
fungi, termites etc.
.
Like any plastic great care is essential in
preparation.
A thin ply shell was to be used
for the sides of the segment and the laminate
for the top and bottom surfaces would be
bonded
to the sides when the foam was
poured. This particular
foam exerts a pressure of about 7 Ibs/sq.in. during expansion
and curing so a jig was needed to retain the
ply sides. The laminate can be kept true by
placing the jig within the platens
of a
suitable press.
The question
of suitable
metal tube
inserts in the foam was discussed with staff
at Watford
College of Technology.
Any
metal containing
copper is likely to upset
the chemical reaction and can cause voids in
the foam. Because of this and the fact that
the segments were to be sealed units, stainless steel was decided upon.

Temperatures
as high as 1200C can be
expected
at the centre of the foam, hot
enough to cause bl istering and poor set, but
the stainless steel will act as "heat sinks" and
reduce the central temperature.
Duralumin was chosen for the connecting
rods, a groov~ being machined to locate the
rod positively
inside the tube. The total
weight of the mensa (top) was estimated at
8Y:.kg.
The shape and size of the pedestal is
determined
by the. storage of the three
mensa segments with a box to contain the
fittings and the overall height of the altar.
The pedestal, when viewed from the front is
V-shaped, and from the side is rectangular.
The fitting of the mensa components
into
the box pedestal is displayed in Fig. 6 which
also shows the,carrying
handles.
The pedestal stands on a pi inth or base
containing
castors for mobility
and stabiIizing feet. This also acts as protection to the
pedestal.
Initially a plinth was considered
which
inverted when in use. This proved to be
unsatisfactory
as it made the altar less stable

with a narrower base; the stability tests
showed the need for a plinth or base to be
attached to the pedestal. A base unit was
decided upon, equal in width to the top of
the pedestal. A slightly angular front to the
base reflected the general shape of the altar
and also offered added protection to the
front motif.
The base height was determined by considering its relationship to the mensa and the
accommodation of suitable castors and stab iIising feet. After due consideration of the
castors and stabilising feet it was decided to
incorporate fixed castors with four adjustable feet.
From the information recorded on the
required height of the altar I worked on an
overall height of 965mm. Knowing the
thickness of the mensa and base the balance
of 790mm could have been fully taken up
by the central pedestal. But bearing in mind
the benefits of variable height and transportation, a more flexible solution was
sought.
Various estate-type cars were measured to
find the average clearance height. It was
therefore decided to incorporate an invertible foam-filled lid which when closed
was flush with the pedestal top and when
inverted would raise the mensa by 50mm.
This would give the possibility of two altar
heights. The lid would require the fitting of.
two flush fitting mortice bolts to secure it in
either position.
A positive but simple location of the
mensa to the inverted lid was sought. The
only acceptable solution seemed to be with a
slot screwing principle, with the lid taking
three fixed heads and the underside of the·
centre mensa segment taking plates with
three tapered slots. The taper of the slot
would be away from the Priest's side so that
location remained positive while in use. If a
lower version of the altar is required the lid
would not be inverted and the fixed heads
would be located on the top of the lid, Fig.
4, and Fig. 3(a).

When in use the mensa is to be set back
from the front edge of the pedestal, giving
an overhang on the Priest's side. Symbolically this shows a step on the front of the
altar, being a link between the people and
the Mass. If desired a small crucifix could be
placed on this step. The overhang for the
priest gives him clearance to genuflect without knocking into the pedestal.
By altering the position of the slot screws
it would be possible for the mensa to be
reversed and its curve to go towards the
people, being particularly appropriate when
Mass is said in the round.
As I mentioned earlier I tried to use St.
Joseph as the theme of the front decoration
without success. However, the school asked
for a more general theme and the Headmaster indicated his liking of the Greek
letters for Christ shown on the "cross style"
altar and the fish shown on the first segmented altar. The two were combined and
were found acceptable. For reasons of
weight and cost aluminium was proposed.
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Some rei ief and decorative contrast was
still needed to the expanse of silver laminate.
An adaptation of irregular faced block-work
was found acceptable, this form lending
itself to polyurethane foam moulding, Fig.
5.

Having completed the development and
approximated the individual weights of the
main areas the overall weight of the altar is
calculated to be 25kg. Finally handles were
added to the sides of the pedestal. Tests by
14 year old boys determined the most
suitable height for these.
The demounting of the altar for transport
proved quite successful Fig.6, and takes just
slightly less than the 5 minutes required·to
assemble and erect, it is also pleasingly stable
in use.

During the manufacture of the prototype
several problems came to light which had
not been envisaged during the research
period.
Firstly, the expected volume increase
when the foam was poured did not occur,
perhaps due to the fact that the mould was
cold and the expansion was therefore less
rapid. It was decided to overpour to compensate for this reduction' in volume.

Secondly, during the curing stage the
foam showed slight shrinkage perpendicular
to the way it vyas poured. This was caused
by the quantity of 'blowing agent' in the
mix. The thin laminate offered no resistance
to this shrinkage so it was decided to mould
in a 3mm ply section. This offered a warmer
surface wh~ln the foam was poured and
improved the expansion properties, as well
as resisting the tendency to shrink.
These problems would not arise on a
production basis as the mould could be
preheated, injection moulding used and the
foam could be mixed with the ·correct
proportion of 'blowing agent',

With the prototype successfully completed and now in use, further study will
help to determine the wider uses and potential of the altar.
It could be of benefit to a rural parish
where Masses are said in small commullities
that have no Church. A further development
of the Second Vatican Council is now to say
Mass in the homes of parishioners. This also
enables the elderly and severely sick to
participate in the celebration of Mass. It also
enables Mass to be said in the wards of a
hospital where the patients are too ill to
attend the chapel.
My research and discussions have, of
necessity, centred around Churches, schools
and organisations in the South EaSt of
England. Even so it has become obvious to
me that there is a wide field of interest in an
altar of this type as it can serve in so many
different situations.

